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• CDI 1.0
  • Insanely productive
• CDI 1.1
  • (Global) Ordering
  • Java SE support
  • Extensions & Deployment
  • Context/Scope improvements
  • Tracking
Issue tracker
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Wiki
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Community Sponsored Issues
(Global) Ordering

Option 1: Magic numbers
Option 2: Relative ordering
Option 3: Imperative ordering
(Global) Ordering

• Option 2 & Option 3
• Global enablement now possible
Java SE

Get a handle
Boot the container (@Inject?)
Spec document split into core & integrations
DSL for describing bean archive contents
Define context lifecycles
Extensions & Deployment

ProcessModule
ProcessInjectionPoint
Declarative control of scanning
Service Handler
Context/Scope improvements

Conversations extended to servlet
Conversation propagation control
Transaction Scope
Lifecycle events
Tracking

Declarative transactions

JMS integration
Q&A

cdi-dev@lists.jboss.org
https://issues.jboss.org/browse/CDI
http://github.com/jboss/cdi
https://github.com/jboss/cdi/wiki